
 

 

Archive Series 6 

PHILADELPHIA 
:DEAD VOICES ON AIR: 

 

1. Introduction 
2. Ralbagg 

3. UM 
4. If you can’t destroy it cut it out 
5. Eyes I dare not meet in dreams 

6. PJB is silent 
7. Spacelec 

 
Musicians: 
Mark Spybey 
Recorded live at the Polaris, Philadelphia, PA. October 3rd 
2010 by Bronzebed (I believe, and many thanks!) 
 



 

 

It was quite emotional to play concerts with Download in 2010. They started in Texas, in March. 
The second leg was a longer east coast affair, starting in Chicago on September 24th and taking 
in Detroit, Toronto, Montreal, Washington, Philadelphia and ending up in New York City. We 
then did a west coast swing in January of 2011. I say ‘emotional’ because I hadn’t played live 
with Download since 1996.  
 
I met many old friends and made many new ones. Tony, the Gnome set the whole thing up and I 
am very grateful for his help and support. Some of the shows were well attended and a couple 
were sparse. Philadelphia was one of them but I had a great time and was later sent a tape 
recorded in the audience, that I think managed to capture the kind of set I generally did on that 
tour.  
 
The introduction is a conversation with the audience that went on so long that Tony ran on stage 
and said to me, “they’ve come to hear you play music not tell jokes.” I think there were 33 people 
there but I went on last and late and you can hear two people in the introduction arranging to 
leave, so I reckon 31 people stayed to hear me.  At one point I turned round expecting Phil to 
join me and he wasn’t there, it was one of those strange nights that followed us driving down to 
the show in a tropical storm.   
 
I used to follow Otto von Schirach onto stage, quite the build up! I watched every show Otto did, 
howling with laughter, I loved his set, so maybe the introduction makes more sense taking that 
into account. I loved the random things people were shouting at me, especially the last comment 
of “Don’t cry put your head on my shoulder, “ one of my very favourite Beach Boys songs. We 
got the obligatory “Jerry’s Dead,” and “Play some Skynyrd maan.” All good stuff.  
 
The music, apart from a brief Ralbagg that appeared on an early album, “How Hollow Heart,” 
was based largely around the albums I’d recently released, such as The Silent Wing, my ‘tribute’ 
to the women of the Red Army Faction, From Afar All Stars Spark and Glee and from the first 
Gnome and Spybey record.   

The recording is far from perfect, you can hear some coughs splutters and pops but it’s 
representative of how I sounded and as such, merits inclusion in the Archive series. 

A few nights later we played in Montreal. We had this huge rock PA so I changed the set and 
trotted out a few beaty Piss Frond pieces. Never again. Quite rightly, someone commented later 
on social media something like, “I can’t believe he’s still playing that stuff.” Oh well, one tried.  


